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WE ARE THE
GREEN FUTURE. WE ARE MGL
The foundation of future lies in the 
present.
At present, Mahanagar Gas Limitied (MGL) is an organisation 
that reaches over 10 lakh families everyday through its ever 
expanding Piped Natural Gas (PNG) network. Simultaneously,  
it also fuels over 6 lakh vehicles with clean fuel - Compressed 
Natural Gas (CNG).

This reach concludes into lesser pollution 
withevery progressing day.
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from the editor

2019 has been somewhat more eventful than 
the previous year. Considerable progress in 
policy and regulatory issues for the natu-
ral gas industry, in particular for the CGD 
sector has been made. Apart from the suc-

cess of the tenth round of bidding, consumption in the 
city gas segment also showed some, albeit not high, 
growth to emerge as the second largest consuming 
segment. The support of the MoPNG for the city gas 
segment, specially the Minister, Mr. Pradhan, whose 
commitment is visible and who, at his level, does not 
hesitate to facilitate the swift execution of the pro-
grammes, has also been a constant feature. There has 
been the attempt to fast track the market mechanism 
for price discovery and the unbundling of the trans-
portation and marketing businesses. There have also 
been two major foreign investments - by Brookfield in 
the East West pipeline and Total in the Adani Gas. The 
goal of 15 per cent share, however, still appears dis-
tant and we are talking of a gas based economy whose 
contours also are yet to emerge.

Interesting developments as these might be, they 
are more in nature of a continuum. The year, and the 
immediate next, will probably be remembered most 
for the focus and push to alternate fuels for transport. 
After about two years of debate, criticism and posi-
tioning by various stakeholders  - the Government, the 
automobile industry, Niti Aayog, the associated indus-
tries etc. - it now appears more or less clear that all 
fuels will co-exist - the blended fuel, bio-CNG, LNG 
(LCNG included)  and the electric vehicle. The EV 
has now indisputably arrived and with the mega sup-
port from Centre and the States, this year, specially 
towards the end, belonged to the EVs.

In many ways, this is in line with developments 
across the world. Renewable Natural Gas (as the ter-
minology being used for gas from waste, bio gas etc.) 
is increasingly figuring on the transport fuel stage 
along with the emphasis on electric vehicles.

On the reforms front, while the Government move 
to set up the trading exchange for price discovery takes 
shape, marketing freedom and new LNG players seem 
to have already kick started the journey. Surprisingly, 

2020 – The EV Leap Year !
or maybe not so, both gas and LNG prices seem to 
be stabilizing around the international indicators. The 
recent Reliance auction for its domestic gas and more 
recently the H Energy offer for LNG, both around the 
$5 mark is encouraging. And though it would be inap-
propriate to base future trends on this, its a start nev-
ertheless. Unbundling of marketing and transportation 
is now in the making, and as happens in such a major 
shift, it will take time before the last i is dotted.

Vivek Joshi
Executive Director

Taken as a whole, there has been a decisive move 
on all fronts in the gas sector this year. But the slow-
down in the economy has impacted growth to some 
extent but not as significantly as in some other sectors. 
Consumption growth has been slower in the industrial 
segment and largely stagnant in the other areas bar-
ring fertilizer sector. The stranded and stressed story 
of the power sector continues. Though the Govt. was 
not keen on continuation of the earlier special scheme 
of gas supply for the power sector, there was talk of an 
alternative but nothing seems to have emerged so far.

As we move on to the next decade, some decisive 
actions would be needed both on the policy and regu-
latory support and the industry front.  More and more 
areas will be expected to join the CGD spread soon 
and relief from GST, even if only for the CGD sector 
as also extending the ban on polluting fuels in these ar-
eas can have a positive impact.  On the industry front, 
there has to be a concerted effort to generate demand 
especially for CNG as CNG volumes are critical for 
the industry growth specially in the initial phase.

At NGS, we would like to thank our readers and 
constituents for their continued support and wish them 
a wonderful New Year and Decade ahead.
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LNG imports have 
consistently been 
more than net gas 
production since June. 
Import dependency 
has remained above 
50%. Domestic 
production has 
registered a drop, 
however, this may 
reverse with the 
expected additional 
gas from offshore KG 
Basin in 2020/21.

2014-15 2016-17 2017-18 Apr 20192015-16 2018-19 May 2019 June 2019 July 2019 Aug 2019 Sep 2019 Oct 2019

LNG imports  (mmscmd)Net gas production (mmscmd) Import dependency (%)

Gas Production/Consumption/Imports (mmscmd) 

TrEND IN Gas ProDuCTIoN/CoNsumPTIoN/ImPorTs (mmsCmD)

TrEND IN CoNsumPTIoN of PETroLEum ProDuCTs

sECTor-wIsE Gas CoNsumPTIoN of DomEsTIC Gas aND rLNG (oCToBEr 2019) 

Source: PPAC, NGS Research

In ‘000 mT 2014-15 2015-16 2016-17 2017-18 2018-19 apr-19 may-19 Jun-19 Jul-19 aug-19 sep-19 oct-19 Nov-19

Consumption of LPG 18000 19623 21608 23342 24918 1900 2054 1793 2219 2402 2164 2358 2273

Consumption of Naphtha 11082 13271 13241 12889 14060 889 735 925 1373 1362 1047 1119 1254

Consumption of ms 19075 21847 23765 26174 28284 2459 2737 2639 2523 2575 2372 2539 2533

Consumption of HsD 69416 74647 76027 81073 83520 7321 7786 7449 6838 6114 5833 6509 7552

Consumption of fo & LsHs 5961 6632 7150 6721 6503 499 515 476 568 479 529 472 481

Consumption of Petcoke  14558 19297 23964 25657 20518 2254 2135 1480 1495 1783 1757 1827 1810

Total gas consumption by sector (mmscmd)

Sector’s share in total gas consumption(%)

Consumption of LNG (mmscmd)
Consumption of domestic gas (mmscmd)
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CGD sector continued to surpass 

the power sector consumption, 

though marginally. fertilizer 

and refinery sector consume 

the bulk of imported LNG but 

for altogether different reasons- 

affordability and the other due 

to subsidy.The affordability 

factor in the CGD is also high 

for commercial & industrial 

segments, and is reflected in the 

35% offtake of LNG.
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Gas - Price & analytics
CruDE PrICE (INDIaN BasKET) 

BrENT/wTI/JaPaN oIL ImPorT PrICE 

INTErNaTIoNaL Gas/LNG PrICEs ($/mmBTu) 

DomEsTIC Gas PrICE ($/mmBTu)

Brent ($/barrel)

$/
Ba

rre
l

Japan oil import price ($/barrel)

WTI ($/barrel)

 oct 18 Nov 18 Dec 18 Jan 19 feb 19 mar 19 apr 19 may 19 Jun 19 Jul 19 aug 19 sep 19 oct 19 Nov 19

 81.03 64.75 57.36 59.41 63.96 66.14 71.23 71.32 64.22 63.92 59.04 62.83 59.71 63.21

 70.75 56.96 49.52 51.38 54.95 58.15 63.86 60.83 54.66 57.35 54.81 56.95 53.96 57.03

 79.21 81.59 71.39 62.68 62.26 65.69 68.85 73.03 73.08 67.31 67.39 64.30 65.03
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Henry Hub

European spot Indicator

Japan LNG contract price

Source: NGS Research, PPAC, EIA, LNG Journal

oct 18 Nov 18 Dec 18 Jan 19 feb 19 mar 19 apr 19 may 19 Jun 19 Jul 19 aug 19 sep 19 oct 19 Nov 19 Dec 19

8.76  8.28 8.16 7.52 6.20 525 4.66 4.10 3.55 3.68 2.47 4.04 5.14 5.37 5.05

3.23  4.05 4.21 3.07 2.67 2.85 2.63 2.60 2.35 2.30 2.216 2.53 2.26 2.61 2.28

10.82 9.96 9.41 9.03  8.91 8.68 8.96 9.18 8.72 8.87 8.65 9.02 8.98 9.12 9.20
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Lately there has been a 

reversal in the LNG spot 

price after the lows seen in 

the middle of the year. Price 

is, however, still range bound 

between $5-6 per mmBtu 

even with the winter setting 

in. January deliveries are 

being estimated to be in the 

$5.70-5.80 range. China, 

Japan and south Korea are 

experiencing a slow down in 

growth.

Gas statistics - domestic and international

The drop in crude price 

in august was checked in 

september. Brent is currently 

around $63 per barrel and 

wTI at $57 per barrel.

The average Indian basket 

price increased by about 

5%, from a low of $59.70 in 

october to $62.54 per barrel 

in November. December 

too is expected to be a 

similar range. usa, Iran 

conflagration likely to impact 

oil price. 
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Gas CoNsumPTIoN BY CGD sECTor (mmsCmD)

CNG sTaTIoNs aND VEHICLEs (as oN 1.10.2019) CNG saLEs (‘000 mETrIC ToNNEs)

CGD GrowTH oVEr THE YEars

Gas statistics - domestic and international

CNG / PNG

The optimism shown by potential entities in the 9th and 10th rounds of the bidding process  is still to fructify, however,  
we expect  the new entities to develop a robust infrastructure for gas distribution in the foreseeable future. The trends 
in the growth have gradually started to reflect in the current scenario. In the last two months 41 CNG stations and more 
than 25000 NGVs have been added. CNG sales have registered an increase of 11.3% over april-september 2018. 
Delhi NCr, maharashtra and Gujarat  together constitute over 75% of the CNG retail stations. PNG connections have 
surpassed the 5.5 million mark.
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state apr-sep 2019 apr-sep 2018

Andhra Pradesh/Telangana  18 16

Bihar 1 0

Chandigarh 11 6

Daman & Diu 1 1

Delhi / NCR (inc Noida/Ghaziabad) 615 485

Goa  0.001 0

Gujarat & Dadar Nagar Haveli 369 330

Haryana 95 89

Jharkhand  0.01 0

Karnataka 0.6 0.04

Kerala 3 0

M.P. 17 14

Maharashtra 371 343

Odisha 2 0

Punjab 2 0

Rajasthan 6 5

Tripura 8 7

U.P. 107 165

Uttarakhand 0.2 0

West Bengal 1 1

all India 1628 1463

state No. of CNG No. of CNG 

 stations  Vehicles

Andhra Pradesh* 49 19950

Assam 1 0

Bihar 2 1349

Chandigarh 11 7500

Daman & Diu 3 1000

Delhi / NCR (inc Noida/Ghaziabad) 489 1076461

Goa   

Gujarat & Dadar Nagar Haveli 562 958219

Haryana 85 162133

Jharkhand  2 191

Karnataka 20 1295

Kerala 5 1100

M.P. 44 36633

Maharashtra 332 969175

Odisha 6 3105

Punjab 9 2678

Rajasthan 6 11297

Telangana* 50 25174

Tripura 8 12126

U.P. 145 160944

Uttarakhand 2 150

West Bengal 7 3858

all India 1838 3454338

Source: PPAC / NGS Research

29.23
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Gas statistics - domestic and international

City covered 

Kakinada, Vijayawada, East/ West Godavari, Krishna

Upper assam 

Patna

Chandigarh

Daman

NCT of Delhi (Including Noida & Ghaziabad)

Gandhinagar, Mehsana, Sabarkantha and Patan, SuratBharuch-
Ankleswar GA, Nadiad GA,Navsari GA, Rajkot GA, Surendra Nagar GA, 
Hazira GA, Valsad GA, Jamnagar GA, Bhavnagar GA, Kutch (West) 
GA, Palghar District and Thane Rural GA, UT of Dadra and Nagar Haveli 
GA, Amreli District GA, DahejVagra Taluka GA, Dahod District GA, 
Panchmahal District GA, Anand (Exclusive area authorised) district GA, 
Ahmedabad (Excluding area already authorised) district GA, Vadodara,  
Vadodara Rural and Ahmedabad Urban, Anand and Palanpur, Dadra & 
Nagar Haveli-Silvassa 

Sonepat, Faridabad, Gurgaon, Rewadi, Panipat, Nuh &Palwal, Karnal

Ranchi

Bengaluru, Tumkur, Belgaum, Dharwad

Ernakulam

Dewas, Vijaipur, Indore including Ujjain, Gwalior

Mumbai, Greater Mumbai including Thane City, Mira Bhayender, Navi 
Mumbai, Ambernath, Bhiwandi, Kalyan, Dombivli, Badlapur, Ulhasnagar, 
Panvel, Kharghar & Taloja, Pune City including Pimpri Chinchwad along 
with adjoining contiguous areas of Hinjewadi, Chakan & Talegaon GA, 
Raigarh District and Palghar and Thane Rural, Pune (excl area already 
authorised), Ratnagiri

Khorda, Cuttack

Fatehgarh Sahib. Amritsar

Kota, Neemrana and Kukas

Hyderabad

Agartala

Meerut, Divyapur, Mathura, Agra, Kanpur, Bareilly, Lucknow, Moradabad, 
Firozabad Geographical Area (TTZ), Khurja, and Allahabad, Varanasi 
and Auraiya, Kanpur Dehat &Etawah, Gorakhpur, Sant Kabir Nagar & 
Kushinagar, Bulandshahr, Jhansi

Udham Singh Nagar, Haridwar

PNG status 

state

andhra Pradesh

assam

Bihar

Chandigarh

Daman and Diu

Delhi / NCr

Gujarat & Dadar Nagar 
Haveli

 

Haryana

Jharkhand 

Karnataka

Kerala

m.P.

maharashtra

odisha

Punjab

rajasthan

Telangana

Tripura

u.P.

uttarakhand

Total

As on 1.10.2019   

Domestic  Comm. Ind. Total
PNG PNG PNG

75800 154 6 75960

34054 1116 403 35573

524 1 0 525

17065 1 1 17067

766 21 14 801

1202081 2721 2116 1206918

2136460 18950 5001 2160411

119949 295 558 120802

80 0 0 80

26350 177 96 26623

1213 10 3 1226

69039 134 209 69382

1564778 4187 280 1569245

338 0 0 338

970 2 16 988

4885 19 16 4920

16275 13 26 16314

41446 424 50 41920

199347 503 738 200588

5972 10 13 5995

5517392 28738 9546 5555676

mundra import terminal is expected to be commissioned 
in January 2020. H-Energy is also likely to commission 
their fsru at Jaigarh by april 2020. additional 650 Km 
of cross country gas pipeline likely to further increase 
coverage and boost sales. 

PNG / LNG / PIPELINEs

Existing LNG terminals Gas pipeline network (as on 1.10.2019)

  Capacity (mmtpa) 

Location  Promoters on Dec 31, 2019

Dahej Petronet LNG 17.5^

Hazira Shell Energy 5

Dabhol Konkan LNG 1.692*

Kochi Petronet LNG 5

**Mundra GSPC/Adani 5

Ennore IOC 5

Total capacity  39.192

Company Length Design capacity (mmscmd)
GAIL 12160 246
PIL 1470 80
RGPL 304 4
GSPL 2692 43
AGCL 215 5
IOC 140 10
Total 16981 388

Source: PPAC/NGS Research

*in phase 1 without breakwater to be increased to 5 mmtpa  

**   yet to be commissioned         ^ includes 2.5 MMTPA added in June 2019 

Source: PPAC

Company 

IBhagyanagar Gas Ltd, Godavari Gas Pvt.
Ltd., Megha Engineering

Assam Gas Company

GAIL 

IOC-Adani

IOC-Adani

Indraprastha Gas, Delhi

Sabarmati Gas Ltd, Gujarat Gas Ltd, 
Adani Gas Ltd, Vadodara Gas Ltd, HPCL, 
Charotar Gas Sahakari Mandal Ltd, 
IRM Energy Ltd.

Haryana City Gas Distribution Ltd, Adani 
Gas Limited, GAIL Gas Ltd., Indraprastha 
Gas Limited. IOC-Adani

GAIL 

GAIL Gas Ltd., Megha Engineering

IOC-Adani

Aavantika Gas Ltd, GAIL Gas Ltd

Mahanagar Gas Ltd, Maharashtra Natural 
Gas Ltd, Gujarat Gas Limited, Mahesh 
Gas, Unison Enviro

GAIL (India) Ltd. 

IRM Energy, GSPL

Rajasthan State Gas Limited

Bhagyanagar Gas Ltd

Tripura Natural Gas Co. Ltd 

GAIL Gas Ltd, Sanwariya Gas Ltd, Green 
Gas Ltd, Central U.P. Gas Ltd, Siti Energy 
Ltd, Adani Gas Ltd, Indian Oil-Adani Gas 
Pvt. Ltd, Torrent Gas, GAIL, IGL

IOC-Adani
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stUdY report

IGU recently carried out a study to find out the effect on air pollution with the increased 
use of natural gas in industry, power generation, heating and transport. The report 
concluded that natural gas use can significantly reduce air pollution. The study includes 
case studies of three cities – Morbi in India, London in UK, and Bogota in Colombia. IGU 
findings are placed below:

Natural Gas
Cleans the air we breathe

THREE CITIES TAKING ACTION

NATURAL GAS POWERED TRANSPORTATION CREATES SIGNIFICANT
LONG-TERM ENVIRONMENTAL BENEFITS

COAL vs. GAS EMISSIONS FROM
1 MWh of GENERATED POWER

22
 d
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Morbi, India

• MORBI has a major ceramic 
industrial cluster, a highly 
energy-intensive manufacturing 
process, which resulted in 
severe air and water pollution, 
due to use of coal.

• In March, 2019, the National 
Green Tribunal issued a ban
on the use of coal gasification 
technology in the ceramic units 
of the area.

• The required switch to natural 
gas produced dramatic 
environmental and air quality 
improvements:

  - 75% reduction in PM 2.5  levels,
 - 72% reduction in PM 10,
 - 85% reduction in SO 2,
 - and elimination of some  
  3,150 kL of wastewater
  per day.

London, UK

• LONDON saw a gradual 
improvement in its air quality,
since the first introduction of its 
1956 Clean Air Act.

• The Act introduced social, economic, 
and technological changes to help 
reduce smoke and SO 2 emissions.

• These measures eliminated the
use of coal inside homes, which
was replaced largely by natural
gas and electricity.

• As a result, SO 2 generated from 
household heating went from more 
than 400 µg/m 3 to under 50 µg/m 3.

• More recently, the introduction of 
the Carbon Price Support caused 
coal power generation to drop by 
73%, accompanied by an 18% drop 
in CO 2 emissions and also a 
reduction in pollution.

Bogotá, Colombia

• BOGOTA has been on a 
positive trend in management 
of its air pollution, showing up 
in reduced levels of PM 10 and 
PM 2.5 .

• The city’s bus rapid transport 
system (BRT) helped resolve 
the growing issues of tra�c 
congestions resulting in drops 
of both emissions and air 
pollution.

• The city of Bogotá is taking 
further action by renewing 70% 
of their bus fleet, with 53% of 
the new vehicles to be fueled by 
compressed natural gas (CNG).

• CNG buses will help cut PM 
emissions threefold, from 
0.030 to 0.010 (g/kW-hr), and 
emissions of NO X fivefold – 
from 2.0 to 0.4.

To vi ew the
2019 Cl ean
Air re port,
Click her e

CO 2
(tonnes/

MWh)

SO 2
(g/MWh)

NO 2
(g/MWh)

PM
(g/MWh)

0.35

0.01 0.02 0

1.03
0.67

0.7

0.09

Natural gas o�ers 
great improvement 
in air quality, due 
to its nearly zero 
PM emissions 
and low NOX 
emissions, that 
are major 

contributors to a 
growing issue of 

urban smog. NO X

Reduces carbon dioxide by up to 20%

Non-methane organic gas by 50 to 75%NMO G

Nitrogen oxides by 75 to 95%

CO2

Carbon monoxide by 70 to 90%CO

Air pollution 
killed

million
people in 

India in 2007

1.24

Source: Global Gas Insights

Data Sources: DOE, EIA, Shell

Source: AQLI Report20188

THREE CITIES TAKING ACTION

NATURAL GAS POWERED TRANSPORTATION CREATES SIGNIFICANT
LONG-TERM ENVIRONMENTAL BENEFITS
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Morbi, India

• MORBI has a major ceramic 
industrial cluster, a highly 
energy-intensive manufacturing 
process, which resulted in 
severe air and water pollution, 
due to use of coal.

• In March, 2019, the National 
Green Tribunal issued a ban
on the use of coal gasification 
technology in the ceramic units 
of the area.

• The required switch to natural 
gas produced dramatic 
environmental and air quality 
improvements:

  - 75% reduction in PM 2.5  levels,
 - 72% reduction in PM 10,
 - 85% reduction in SO 2,
 - and elimination of some  
  3,150 kL of wastewater
  per day.

London, UK

• LONDON saw a gradual 
improvement in its air quality,
since the first introduction of its 
1956 Clean Air Act.

• The Act introduced social, economic, 
and technological changes to help 
reduce smoke and SO 2 emissions.

• These measures eliminated the
use of coal inside homes, which
was replaced largely by natural
gas and electricity.

• As a result, SO 2 generated from 
household heating went from more 
than 400 µg/m 3 to under 50 µg/m 3.

• More recently, the introduction of 
the Carbon Price Support caused 
coal power generation to drop by 
73%, accompanied by an 18% drop 
in CO 2 emissions and also a 
reduction in pollution.

Bogotá, Colombia

• BOGOTA has been on a 
positive trend in management 
of its air pollution, showing up 
in reduced levels of PM 10 and 
PM 2.5 .

• The city’s bus rapid transport 
system (BRT) helped resolve 
the growing issues of tra�c 
congestions resulting in drops 
of both emissions and air 
pollution.

• The city of Bogotá is taking 
further action by renewing 70% 
of their bus fleet, with 53% of 
the new vehicles to be fueled by 
compressed natural gas (CNG).

• CNG buses will help cut PM 
emissions threefold, from 
0.030 to 0.010 (g/kW-hr), and 
emissions of NO X fivefold – 
from 2.0 to 0.4.

To vi ew the
2019 Cl ean
Air re port,
Click her e
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Natural gas o�ers 
great improvement 
in air quality, due 
to its nearly zero 
PM emissions 
and low NOX 
emissions, that 
are major 

contributors to a 
growing issue of 

urban smog. NO X

Reduces carbon dioxide by up to 20%

Non-methane organic gas by 50 to 75%NMO G

Nitrogen oxides by 75 to 95%

CO2

Carbon monoxide by 70 to 90%CO

Air pollution 
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million
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India in 2007

1.24

Source: Global Gas Insights

Data Sources: DOE, EIA, Shell

Source: AQLI Report20188

THREE CITIES TAKING ACTION

NATURAL GAS POWERED TRANSPORTATION CREATES SIGNIFICANT
LONG-TERM ENVIRONMENTAL BENEFITS

COAL vs. GAS EMISSIONS FROM
1 MWh of GENERATED POWER
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Morbi, India

• MORBI has a major ceramic 
industrial cluster, a highly 
energy-intensive manufacturing 
process, which resulted in 
severe air and water pollution, 
due to use of coal.

• In March, 2019, the National 
Green Tribunal issued a ban
on the use of coal gasification 
technology in the ceramic units 
of the area.

• The required switch to natural 
gas produced dramatic 
environmental and air quality 
improvements:

  - 75% reduction in PM 2.5  levels,
 - 72% reduction in PM 10,
 - 85% reduction in SO 2,
 - and elimination of some  
  3,150 kL of wastewater
  per day.

London, UK

• LONDON saw a gradual 
improvement in its air quality,
since the first introduction of its 
1956 Clean Air Act.

• The Act introduced social, economic, 
and technological changes to help 
reduce smoke and SO 2 emissions.

• These measures eliminated the
use of coal inside homes, which
was replaced largely by natural
gas and electricity.

• As a result, SO 2 generated from 
household heating went from more 
than 400 µg/m 3 to under 50 µg/m 3.

• More recently, the introduction of 
the Carbon Price Support caused 
coal power generation to drop by 
73%, accompanied by an 18% drop 
in CO 2 emissions and also a 
reduction in pollution.

Bogotá, Colombia

• BOGOTA has been on a 
positive trend in management 
of its air pollution, showing up 
in reduced levels of PM 10 and 
PM 2.5 .

• The city’s bus rapid transport 
system (BRT) helped resolve 
the growing issues of tra�c 
congestions resulting in drops 
of both emissions and air 
pollution.

• The city of Bogotá is taking 
further action by renewing 70% 
of their bus fleet, with 53% of 
the new vehicles to be fueled by 
compressed natural gas (CNG).

• CNG buses will help cut PM 
emissions threefold, from 
0.030 to 0.010 (g/kW-hr), and 
emissions of NO X fivefold – 
from 2.0 to 0.4.
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Morbi, India

• MORBI has a major ceramic 
industrial cluster, a highly 
energy-intensive manufacturing 
process, which resulted in 
severe air and water pollution, 
due to use of coal.

• In March, 2019, the National 
Green Tribunal issued a ban
on the use of coal gasification 
technology in the ceramic units 
of the area.

• The required switch to natural 
gas produced dramatic 
environmental and air quality 
improvements:

  - 75% reduction in PM 2.5  levels,
 - 72% reduction in PM 10,
 - 85% reduction in SO 2,
 - and elimination of some  
  3,150 kL of wastewater
  per day.

London, UK

• LONDON saw a gradual 
improvement in its air quality,
since the first introduction of its 
1956 Clean Air Act.

• The Act introduced social, economic, 
and technological changes to help 
reduce smoke and SO 2 emissions.

• These measures eliminated the
use of coal inside homes, which
was replaced largely by natural
gas and electricity.

• As a result, SO 2 generated from 
household heating went from more 
than 400 µg/m 3 to under 50 µg/m 3.

• More recently, the introduction of 
the Carbon Price Support caused 
coal power generation to drop by 
73%, accompanied by an 18% drop 
in CO 2 emissions and also a 
reduction in pollution.

Bogotá, Colombia

• BOGOTA has been on a 
positive trend in management 
of its air pollution, showing up 
in reduced levels of PM 10 and 
PM 2.5 .

• The city’s bus rapid transport 
system (BRT) helped resolve 
the growing issues of tra�c 
congestions resulting in drops 
of both emissions and air 
pollution.

• The city of Bogotá is taking 
further action by renewing 70% 
of their bus fleet, with 53% of 
the new vehicles to be fueled by 
compressed natural gas (CNG).

• CNG buses will help cut PM 
emissions threefold, from 
0.030 to 0.010 (g/kW-hr), and 
emissions of NO X fivefold – 
from 2.0 to 0.4.
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to its nearly zero 
PM emissions 
and low NOX 
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Morbi, India

• MORBI has a major ceramic 
industrial cluster, a highly 
energy-intensive manufacturing 
process, which resulted in 
severe air and water pollution, 
due to use of coal.

• In March, 2019, the National 
Green Tribunal issued a ban
on the use of coal gasification 
technology in the ceramic units 
of the area.

• The required switch to natural 
gas produced dramatic 
environmental and air quality 
improvements:

  - 75% reduction in PM 2.5  levels,
 - 72% reduction in PM 10,
 - 85% reduction in SO 2,
 - and elimination of some  
  3,150 kL of wastewater
  per day.

London, UK

• LONDON saw a gradual 
improvement in its air quality,
since the first introduction of its 
1956 Clean Air Act.

• The Act introduced social, economic, 
and technological changes to help 
reduce smoke and SO 2 emissions.

• These measures eliminated the
use of coal inside homes, which
was replaced largely by natural
gas and electricity.

• As a result, SO 2 generated from 
household heating went from more 
than 400 µg/m 3 to under 50 µg/m 3.

• More recently, the introduction of 
the Carbon Price Support caused 
coal power generation to drop by 
73%, accompanied by an 18% drop 
in CO 2 emissions and also a 
reduction in pollution.

Bogotá, Colombia

• BOGOTA has been on a 
positive trend in management 
of its air pollution, showing up 
in reduced levels of PM 10 and 
PM 2.5 .

• The city’s bus rapid transport 
system (BRT) helped resolve 
the growing issues of tra�c 
congestions resulting in drops 
of both emissions and air 
pollution.

• The city of Bogotá is taking 
further action by renewing 70% 
of their bus fleet, with 53% of 
the new vehicles to be fueled by 
compressed natural gas (CNG).

• CNG buses will help cut PM 
emissions threefold, from 
0.030 to 0.010 (g/kW-hr), and 
emissions of NO X fivefold – 
from 2.0 to 0.4.
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Natural gas o�ers 
great improvement 
in air quality, due 
to its nearly zero 
PM emissions 
and low NOX 
emissions, that 
are major 

contributors to a 
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urban smog. NO X

Reduces carbon dioxide by up to 20%
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This issue of the feature in the 
GSR has been widely inspired 
by the changing dynamics of the 
LNG markets in the decade gone 
by, especially the transition from 

its traditional, more rigid structure to a traded 
commodity. Even though the LNG chain has 
been disaggregating, the pace of growth of 
the LNG business has continued to be driven 
by different parts of the chain operating 
independently. Demand growth in one country 
led to LNG supply commitment for new 
capacity in anothercountry.Pricing was another 
area where some path breaking mechanisms 
evolved with the partial moving away from 
crude oil linked price. 

The Asian region continued to dominate the 
LNG market with some new and upcoming 
markets developing in Pakistan, Bangladesh, 
Thailand, Bahrain, Kuwait; and Vietnam, 
Philippines and Myanmar waiting in the wings. 
China emerged as the second largest importer 
after Japan and in the process replaced South 
Korea. The decade also saw the emergence of 
USA as a major LNG producer/exporter.

The gradual dilutionof the strict “take or 
pay” provisions in contracts has been the 
highlight of some newly signed Gas Sale and 
Purchase Agreements, and together with the 
flexibility provisions relating to destination 
became the norm in the second half of the de-
cade, especially when USA LNG exports start-
ed to fructify. Short term LNG price fluctuated 
widely over the last ten years. In the last two 
years spot LNG price dropped a whopping 50% 
from a level of $11.00 per MMBtu to $5-6.00 
per MMBtu. The traditional pricing formula 
linked to crude was challenged and the Henry 
Hub linkages emerged. Shell signed a contract 

The decade that was

coVer storY

with Tokyo Gas partly using a coal linked pric-
ing formula which was an unusual move for an 
Asian LNG buyer. This transition has been hap-
pening even with a considerable growth in the 
industry, LNG supply will likely increase sig-
nificantly between 2009 and 2019. The robust 
growth has come on the back of uncertainty, 
the industry has been concerned with several  
issues besides uncertainty, be it over the level of 
demand or supply or the pace of technological 
advancement along the value chain. 

During this decade we witnessed the fastest 
rise in the pace of global energy consumption, 
with natural gas accounting for 45% of the in-
crease, much more than any other fuel. Accord-
ing to BP, the global LNG trade in 2018 set a 
record for the fifth consecutive year, reaching 
431 BCM (314.5 MMT). This marked a signifi-
cant increase of 181.3 BCM over 2009, or 73% 
in the last ten years. More than 132 BCM of this 
number was accounted for by non-long-term 
trade in 2018, equivalent to as much as 31% of 
total LNG trade. This is a significant increase 
over the decade, when the short term trade was 
almost non-existent. It is expected that the non-
long-term market would expand substantially, 
due to growing LNG supply and demand elas-
ticity. According to an Oxford Institute for En-
ergy Studies report, in 2018 global LNG trade 
was 314 MMT (431 billion cubic metres) and is 
expected to grow significantly by 2030; projec-
tions vary from 440 MMTPA (603 BCM) to 580 
MMTPA (795 BCM)— this interesting forecast 
was provided by Cheniere Energy which com-
pared global trade outlooks from eight different 
sources: consultants, majors, and other organi-
zations.The difference in projections reflects the 
widerange of uncertainties that the LNG market 
could be facing in the future from the supply 

LNG

In the last two 
years spot LNG 
pricedropped a 
whopping 50% from 
a level of $11.00 per 
mmBtu to $5-6.00 per 
mmBtu. The traditional 
pricing formula 
linked to crude was 
challenged and the 
Henry Hub linkages 
emerged. shell signed 
a contract with Tokyo 
Gas partly using a 
coal linked pricing 
formula which was an 
unusual move for an 
asian LNG buyer.

By AfSIr AhmAD 
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and demand side. The market has 
been changing fundamentally and, 
while there may have been little to 
distinguish many of the new poten-
tial supply projects, innovation and 
technological advancement in each 
part of the chain has been driving  
costs down. 

The decade also saw a need 
to meet with the requirements 
of buyers who have themselves 
been operating in a liberalizing 
market with increased focus on 
deregulation. Many new buyers 
entered the market and wereable 

and buyers to optimize their risks and returns 
by selling to the highest-value destination, 
with flexible markets acting as the balancing 
mechanism.

supply side Development
The single largest increase in LNG exports 

occurred in Australia, owing to new trains 
coming on-stream and higher utilization at 
existing facilities. Other significant contributors 
to LNG supply were the United States and 
Russia across new and existing trains, USA 
exported 28.4 BCM in 2018 and Russia 24.9 
BCM . Off-shore based liquefaction facilities 
were developed in Australia, Malaysia and 
Argentina, two of the floating LNG production 
facilities were commissioned in the later part 
of the decade by Shell and Petronas.Argentina 
exported its first LNG cargo from a new floating 
facility in 2019, marking a milestone for its 
energy sector. Qatar continued to maintain 
its leading position with Australia closing in 
with an ever growing capacity which is now 
93.7 BCM (68.6 MMTPA). Qatar announced 
enhancement of its current capacity of 78 
MMTPA to over 100 MMTPA. 

Despite the headwinds, global LNG volumes 
are set to expand, leading to a more competitive, 
globally integrated gas market. Australia, USA 
and Russia will add significant capacity to the 
liquefaction market. 

Demand side Development
Asian markets continued to see substantial 

demand growth despite countries moving to 
renewable sources anduse of cheaper coal 

to sign long-term contracts to support the 
financing of new LNG supply projects, either 
directly or through aggregators. The decade 
witnessed the role of traders and aggregators 
changing as they took positions along the chain 
to differentiate themselves, including sellers 
and buyers, seeking to trade LNG to gain an 
additional margin andreduce their risk.The 
traditional LNG contract structure where the 
seller took the usually oil-related price risk, 
while the buyer took the volumerisk through 
long-term take-or-pay offtake contracts, started 
changing fundamentally. The world today 
is one of varying contracts,linked through 
aggregators/traders or directly between buyers 
and sellers. In 2018, 31 per cent of LNG was 
delivered on a spotor short-term basis and grew 
from a miniscule quantity at the beginning of 
the decade. These percentages will, no doubt, 
increase further as US LNG, with no contractual 
destination restrictions, will enable both sellers 

world LNG Trade 
(Billion Cubic metres)

Year  Total 

2009 249.7

2010 302.4

2011 328.3

2012 324.9

2013 326.8

2014 333.6

2015 337.1

2016 358.3

2017 393.9

2018 431.0

Source: BP 
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which caused concerns to the LNG producers, 
although the pattern of imports within Asia 
may have shifted, with China, India, Pakistan 
and Bangladesh leading the growth. Long 
term sustainable contracts were the key to 
development of new demand. The demand 
in both the new and mature Asian markets 
grew with the strong Chinese LNG imports. 
Other demand drivers in the decade were 
the pace of efforts to reduce both CO2 and 
particulatepollution and the potential start-up 
or phase-out of nuclear power. The depleting 
fields in Europe and the environmental 
decisions to some extent checked the drop in 
LNG import, especially to the UK and Spain. 
Spain which was the only LNG exporting 
country without producing a molecule of LNG 
witnessed a decline in their exports. Renewable 
energy became a challenge for natural gas in 
developing economies for power production. 
The impact of renewable was also seen on 
emerging economies. By the end of the decade, 
China emerged as the second largest importer 
of LNG after Japan, importing 54.8 MMT 
in 2018 as compared to 83.2 MMT of Japan 
and 44.5 MMT of South Korea. Number of 
importing facilities were developed across the 
globe, in Pakistan, Bangladesh, Egypt, Kuwait, 
Jordan, Argentina, Singapore, Poland, Bahrain, 
Lithuania; additional import capacities were 
developed in China, India, Turkey. 

Europe continued to provide the flexibility 
for LNG market as demand was driven by hub 
gas prices, like, NBP. American LNGexports 
were headed for mostly the European markets 
after the flare up in the US-China trade war.

According to IEA, China was the main 

driver of gas demand growth, strong growth 
in consumption in other Asian countries 
particularly in South Asia including India 
also contributed significantly to demand 
growth. China’s growth was on the back of 
government’s goal in improving air quality 
by shifting away from coal, whereas in India, 
Pakistan and Bangladesh the industrial sectors 
provided the backbone to the robust growth. 
Despite the domestic production in India falling 
substantially over the decade due to significant 
reduction in KG-D6 offshore production, LNG 
filled up the gap with an increase in import of 
over 100% over the decade. 

The potential for additional LNG demand 
from the marine and road transportsectors has 
been attracting a lot of interest world-wide. 
The on road and off road application of LNG 
in automobiles kick started from the middle 
of the last decade and is expected to grow in 
the future. From 2020, International Maritime 
Organizationrules will ban ships from using 
fuels with a sulphur content above 0.5 per 
cent, compared with 3.5 per cent today (unless 
theyare equipped with scrubbers or use low-
sulphur fuel). This is expected to create a 
demand for LNG in the marine sector.

Price side development:
There were many ups and downs in the short 

term LNG price andtogether with the roller 
coaster ride of crude oil over the decade, long 
term LNG price was equally unpredictable. As 
we are aware, many long-term LNG contracts 
are bound by strict pricing clauses, however, 
with LNG markets intransition, LNG contracts 
have also been changing, creating considerable 

By the end of the 
decade, China 
emerged as the 
second largest 
importer of LNG 
after Japan, 
importing 54.8 
mmT in 2018 as 
compared to 83.2 
mmT of Japan and 
44.5 mmT of  
south Korea. 

LNG Import Volumes
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The Natural Gas Society (NGS), a registered body, is the emerging voice of the Indian natural gas industry and has been established 
to catalyse the development of the industry. NGS seeks to establish itself as an industry think tank and provide critical inputs 

into sectoral policy through research, collaboration and dialogue. It also works towards the enhancement of India’s natural gas 
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contracting uncertainty for both buyers and 
sellers. There has been a push towards price 
flexibility recently. One area of importance has 
been the inclusion of more detailed price review 
provisions in newer Asian LNG contracts 
andthe potential use of price arbitrations in 
case of disputes. The experience of buyers and 
sellers is clearly going to see an emergence 
of shorter price review periods and also the 
inclusion of triggers; downstream market 
conditions are likelyto become more relevant 
in future reviews.The uncertainty in LNG 
price, forced a few buyers to re-negotiate their 
long term contracts and re-work the pricing 
provisions. Petronet India was possibly the first 
one to renegotiate. 

Coming back to the roller-coaster LNG 
market of the past 18 months, in which the 
market moved from being relatively tight in 
winter 2018/19, with elevated spot prices in Asia 
and Europe, to a periodof relative oversupply, 
with Asian spot prices Japan Korea Marker 
(JKM) and European gas prices National 
Balancing Point (NBP) falling towards the level 
of US LNG exporters’ operating costs. This 
drop and the substantial difference between 
long term oil indexed LNG and spot cargoes 
has been growing and could trigger another 
round of renegotiations. JKM is being slowly 
recognized by Asian buyers and there could be 
a move away from oil indexation in the future. 

Consequent to the slowdown in the global 
economy and increasing supply, LNG price has 
been dropping over the last few months. Recent 
months have seen some turbulent times because 

more spot cargoes are entering the market and 
buyers in Japan, South Korea and China – are 
holding off from purchases. The biggest worry 
has been the escalating tensions between USA 
and Iran; this could possibly lead to disruption 
in the Strait of Hormuz and cutting off all of 
Qatar’s exports which amounts to 22% of global 
supply. Immediate impact could be doubling of 
spot prices.

The decade witnessed a dramatic change in 
the LNG market, both for the buyers as well 
as the sellers. The changes were adequately 
addressed within the gas sale and purchase 
contracts – take or pay provisions, shipping 
destinations, price reviews were some of the key 
provisions of the contracts which underwent 
modifications. The emergence of non-long term 
LNG trade in a big way (31% of total trade) 
was encouraging and could pave the way to 
commoditize LNG.

While the issue was in the press, the US action 
in Iraq/Iran produced as expected an immediate 
reaction in oil prices. Gas/LNG futures, 
however, did not show any immediate response 
– more proof if needed of the weakening oil-gas 
price link. However, it is early times yet and 
any escalation or dislocation in the shipping 
routes could impact the LNG scene even if for 
the short term.

Coming back to the 
roller-coaster LNG 

market of the past 18 
months, in which the 
market moved from 
being relatively tight 

in winter 2018/19, 
with elevated spot 
prices in asia and 

Europe, to a periodof 
relative oversupply, 

with asian spot prices 
Japan Korea marker 
(JKm) and European 
gas prices National 

Balancing Point 
(NBP) falling towards 

the level of us LNG 
exporters’ operating 

costs.
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